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16 November 2019 

 

President’s Report: Stephanie Webb 
 
 

● Legislative Issues 
○ AB5: Finalized the scheduling and arrangements of three town hall meetings, 

held at OC Deaf 10/26, CODIE 11/2, and GLAD 11/9. Developed a flyer, which 
was shared with the PR committee for SCRID distribution, partnering 
organizations, and SCRID’s contact and member database via Wild Apricot. 
Updated the flyer with extended times and shared for distribution. Planned and 
led the town halls. Met with Kavita Pipalia, President of CAD, 11/7 for final 
planning of the town hall 11/9 at GLAD. Interpreters were sponsored by Fluent, 
Lifesigns, and Linguabee for the final meeting, held at GLAD 11/9. Thanks to 
Jerrin for helping locate Deaf interpreters to refer to Linguabee, and Kathy for 
locating a voice interpreter! 

○ Resent the agency response questionnaire, along with a request for interpreter 
sponsorship. Also forwarded the questionnaire to all CA AC presidents & SCRID 
leadership with a request to share with agencies. Developed a spreadsheet to 
contain the list of agencies contacted, editable by all CA AC presidents & the two 
captioning providers leading the efforts for their field, to avoid duplicate contacts. 

○ Participated in 10/30/19 and 11/7 zoom meetings with a Sandy Eisenberg of 
Total Recall Captioning, Tom Brown of ECaptions, and a few other core 
individuals from the captioning field who we’re working with on AB5 and the 
exemption. Sandy and Tom have been leading the efforts for captioning 
professionals. 

○ Updated scrid.org/AB5 with ongoing developments. Currently gathering data on 
the number of consumers and providers in various venues across the state. 
Working with Kavita to develop more condensed info and talking points for easier 
distribution to the Deaf community. This section will be added to both SCRID’s 
and CAD’s website, and potentially will be developed into a poster to display at 
GLAD for outreach to the Deaf community. 

○ Attempted to secure an attorney for direct advice on AB5’s impact on our field 
and the Deaf communities and attendance at the 11/9 town hall. Was unable to 
do so, but did locate an attorney through CAD referral who is willing to offer pro 
bono services to us regarding AB5 legal advice. Kavita and I are attempting to 
schedule a meeting with him the week of 18 November. 

○ Coordinated and attended an 11/12 meeting with Senator Leyva's District 
Director, Manuel Saucedo, and District Representative, Benny Ayala. Manuel 
Saucedo was unable to attend, but we had an effective meeting. Mr. Ayala 
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ensured us he supports the exemption and will get the information to Senator 
Leyva and encourage its support. He will be putting us in contact with Sen. 
Leyva’s legislative director to outline further what materials are needed from us in 
order to do so. The meeting included Benny Ayala- District Representative to 
Sen. Leyva, Rana Abbasi- Scheduler for Sen. Leyva, myself, Kavita Pipalia - 
CAD president, Sandy Eisenburg, Tom Brown, Anthony Diaz - SCRID Diversity 
MAL, Paola Morales- SCRID IDP MAL, and John Brantingham, the personal 
contact who introduced us to Benny Ayala. 

○ Next steps are to develop a petition, develop questionnaires for Deaf consumers 
and interpreting/captioning providers, gather statistical data on the numbers of 
consumers and providers in the state, gather personal and organizational 
testimonials, and draft template letters from various stakeholders to share with 
legislators. Individual testimonials need to go to one’s local senator and assembly 
representative, and we are requesting they also be sent to SCRID to attach as 
documentation in gaining senatorial support.  

● Community & Member Engagement 
○ Contacted by CAD’s Media Chair, Maria Monte de Rey, for support regarding the 

provision of interpreters at the Power Women Summit. Worked with Maria 
multiple times via FaceTime and Marco Polo. Spoke on the phone with event 
coordinators, locally and nationally, and followed up as requested with an 
informational email describing the interpreting field, scheduling and use of 
interpreters. This interaction may continue as Maria works toward greater 
inclusion of Deaf communities in the entertainment field. 

○ Replied to a variety of member and requestor queries, either personally or by 
placing them in contact with the appropriate leadership. 

● Leadership Collaboration 
○ Treasurer: In search of an accountant to assist with SCRID’s taxes. ToDo: 

provide clarification to Peggy on my special event budget notes to allow final 
publication of the budget. 

○ Public Relations: Created a screen recording showing how to send emails 
through Wild Apricot. 

○ Website: Joined in on a 10/28 online training with Jerrin George and Joshua 
Webb to learn better how to navigate updates to the scrid website. 

○ Certification Maintenance Program: Participated in the discussion regarding 
complimentary CEU benefits offered to membership. 

○ Professional Development Committee: Provided support in the planning of 
November’s Deaf Refugee: Human Rights, Health, and Experiences workshop. 

● SCRID Events 
○ AB5 Town Halls (3): See Legislative Issues, above. 
○ November Workshop: Coordinated and worked as an integral member of the 

team prepping for today’s Deaf Refugee workshop. Worked with committees on 
drafting the contract, flier, checklist, etc. It was a bumpy ride, but a valuable 
learning experience for many. I anticipate next time will come together much 
more clearly. 
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● Regional/National Level Activity 
○ Region V President’s Council Meeting 11/11/19 

■ Region V 2020 Conference: The MOU has been signed and we are able 
to announce the conference will be held in Las Vegas NV 13 - 16 July 
2020, in conjunction with the DeafNation International Expo. Hosting 
Chapter: NVRID. Co-chairs: Bob LoParo and Jewell Jauregui. Official 
announcement is being developed this week to share. 

■ Region V 2022 Conference: Work is progressing 
■ Region V Secretary: Applications due 01 December. Please share.  
■ CEO Update: As seen from RID, the failure of this search is leading the 

board and headquarters to evaluate opportunities for a new structure 
rather than continuing the search for a traditional CEO. 

● Other 
○ The SCRID iPad was located with Amanda Carso, former PDC co-chair. She’s 

delivering it to Bob LoParo to return to the current PDC chairs. 
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